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A B S T R A C T

The near-repeat effect is a well-known phenomenon in crime analysis. The classic research methods focus on two
aspects. One is the geographical factor, which indicates the influence of a certain crime risk on other similar
crime incidents in nearby places. The other is the social network, which demonstrates the contacts of the of-
fenders and explain ”near” as degrees instead of geographic distances. In our work, these coarse-grained patterns
discovering methods are summarized as bundled-clues techniques. In this paper, we propose a knotted-clues
method. Adopting a data science perspective, we make use of a data interpretative technology and discover that
the near-repeat effect is not always so near in geographic or network structure. With this approach, we analyze
the near-repeat patterns in all districts of the dataset, as well as in different crime types. Using open source data
from Crimes in Chicago provided by Chicago Police Department, we find interesting relationships and patterns
with our mining method, which have a positive effect on police deployment and decision making.

1. Introduction and related works

Criminological studies have demonstrated that repeat crimes are
essential fundamental phenomenons.1 And the near-repeat effect is
widely known because it reveals the elevated tendency between crime
incidents taking place nearby in both space and time.2 The major near-
repeat researches concentrate on two aspects. One aspect pays attention
to the crimes in particular type.3 The near-repeat phenomenon is first
discovered in burglary,4 which is still a hot topic even today.5,6 There
are also researches on other single crime types, including robbery,7

shooting8,9 and assault10.11 assesses the near-repeat phenomenon by
Mean Frequencies in three crime types of shooting, robbery and auto
theft. But the depth of this research inclines to the unique spatio-
temporal pattern of each type, without penetrating deep into the re-
lationships of the types. The other aspect takes notice of the individuals
or the relationships among criminal suspects with the help of social
network thoughts and research methods.12 utilises epidemiological
methods to investigate the phenomenon in the offence of burglary.13

talks about the same offenders involved in near-repeat burglaries.14

analyzes the initiator and near-repeat events in burglary and motor
vehicle theft.

When it comes to near-repeat phenomenons, we have to mention

the importance of locating crime scene in criminal cases, which is the
core of the criminal investigations.15 Through the analysis of forensic
experts, the police can get the autopsy report,16 the botanical analysis17

and analysis of evidences, such as hanging marks18 and mobile de-
vices.19 In order to make best uses of the information that has been
mastered in similar cases, the studies of near-repeat effect and crime
patterns are of great significance.

From the perspective of crime patterns mining, patterns are based
on time or space.20 finds the spatial behavioural patterns of the in-
dividual burglar.21 makes the offenses cluster in time, and finds that
crimes often occur at particular time. However, given the problems of
non temporal or spatial factors, there is no proper method to deal with
it. The techniques are usually on the basis of some mathematical dis-
tributions, such as, Poisson distribution22 and non-hierarchical clus-
tering method, for example, the k-means clustering.23 However, crime
data in the real world rarely matches specific data distribution. And the
k-means clustering completely depends on the coordinates of each
point, which is limited by Euclidean distance and the mean value. In
our paper, we choose hierarchical clustering as a basic step, which is an
efficient technique for data mining.24

In the researches aforementioned, the measurement of ”near” is
usually related to geographical positions or degrees in social network.
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In these works, every clue leads to a result, and the final conclusion is a
combined effect. This approach puts all the clues together into a bundle,
so we call it the bundle-clues method. However, these kinds of defini-
tions lead to a problem, which is whether the same measurement of
”near” means the same influence of repeat crimes. In other words, this
kind of ”near” definition is coarse-grained. When predicting the crime
incidents, we may care more about which one is the next place in the
vicinity rather than whether within the nearby locations. For instance,
in Fig. 1(b), around node 9, it is good that if we can predict a certain
crime incident will happen in the near nodes. But if we can make an
accurate prediction that it will happen in node 8 or 10, that is better. In
order to achieve this goal, we have to process the clues in a fine-grained
way, just like to knot them into a long one, which is named the knotted-
clues method. More significantly, the sorting of the steps in this new
method needs to have a reasonable explanation of data processing
order, which is called data interpretation in our work.1

With the development of information technology, the scope of
people's activities and capabilities are further expanded, including the
criminal activities. Accordingly, the crimes may become more and more
complicated, which means different types of crimes interrelate with
each other or the criminal companions have never met face to face. At
this point, the traditional methods may be incompetent. Taking Fig. 1
for example, (b) is the network structure diagram of (a) which is the

districts map provided by the Chicago Police Department. In this net-
work, District 10 is next to District 8, 9, 11, 12 and 15, where the degree
is one. All the five districts are in the near vicinity of District 10, but the
crime risk of District 10 is impossible to affect these five areas equally.
And also the repeatability of crimes in district cluster 8-10-11 is in fact
different from cluster 9-10-15, according to either time or crime types.
Then, from the perspective of data science, we take advantages of data
science methods25 to interpret the facts and solve the problems.

Through the open source data provided by Chicago Police
Department, we find that the near-repeat effect does not always choose
the near geographical distance or small degree. And we mine the near-
repeat patterns from 25 different crime types. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 specifies our knotted-clues method. In Section 3, we
provide experimental results and analysis. Discussions are made in
Section 4. Finally, the paper ends by the conclusions in Section 5.

2. Methods

The bundled-clues can be interpreted as Formula (1), where cn
stands for clue n, fn represents some kind of function or correspondence,
rn means one of the direct results, R is the final result and g indicates the
integrated function. The researchers extract clues from the data, and
then utilize one or several methods or functions to get some results, and
integrate them together in the end. It is a very effective methodology,
from which our work has received a great deal of inspiration. However,
for the near-repeat research, the accuracy of this method needs to be

Fig. 1. Districts in Chicago. (a) Districts map of Chicago .1 (b) Districts network map.

1 https://home.chicagopolice.org/community/community-map/.
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improved. On the basis of this method, we propose the knotted-clues
approach, as shown in Formula (2), which takes the results of this step
as input to the next step. Our method takes the bundled-clues as a first
step. In another word, if there is inadequate clues or functions, a simple
one step knotted-clues can be seen as the bundled-clues.
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2.1. Knotted-clues method

In this paper, we adopt the calculation of correlation coefficients as
the first step, the hierarchical clustering technique as the function of the
second step, and the frequency items pattern mining method as the last
step. Compared to using the three methods separately, our approach
aims at the characteristics of the problem and refines the accuracy of
the result.

2.1.1. Correlation coefficient
The correlation coefficients are the measurement of linear correla-

tion between the variables, of which the most famous one is,
Pearsoncorrelationcoefficient26 as shown in Formula (3), where X Y, are
variables, cor X Y( , ) stands for the Pearsoncorrelationcoefficient of X and
Y, cov X Y( , ) represents the covariance of X and Y, var X( ) is the var-
iance of X and E X( ) means the mathematical expectation of X. If
cor X Y( , ) is close to 1, the correlation of X and Y is high. Conversely, if
the value is close to 0, the linear correlation is low.

= = −
− −

cor X Y cov X Y
var X var Y

E XY E X E Y
E X E X E Y E Y

( , ) ( , )
( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )2 2 2 2

(3)

2.1.2. Hierarchical clustering
Hierarchical Clustering treats every variable as a single cluster, and

merges the two closest clusters into one.27 The specific steps are shown
in Table 1. The key point of this technology is the distance calculation
in step (2). There are seven common algorithms to implement the
clustering, ”complete”, ”ward”, ”single”, ”average”, ”mcquitty”,
”median” and ”centroid”. Each algorithm has different emphases on
distance calculation. If the algorithm is selected individually, we might
choose ”ward”, ”average”, ”mcquitty”, ”median” or ”centroid”, which
cares more about the whole or average level of the elements in the
cluster. But here, due to the data interpretation, ”complete” is selected,
in which the calculation focuses on the farthest two elements in each
cluster. And it will be discussed in Section 2.2.

2.1.3. Frequency items patterns mining
Frequency items patterns mining is an important technology of data

mining, which reflects the interdependence and relevance between
objects. Frequent items mining algorithms have been mature, of which
the most well-known is the Aprior algorithm.28 To illustrate the algo-
rithm, some basic definitions should be explained here. The minimum
support threshold, in simply words, is a manually set value. If the oc-
currence probabilities of the items are greater than this value, we call
them the frequency items. If an item contains k elements and satisfies
the minimum support threshold, it is called the frequent K itemsets,

written as Lk. The support and confidence of a frequency item are
shown as Formula (4) and (5). The basic steps of Aprior are shown in
Table 2. For example, there are 4 items in initial data

a b c d a b c a b e a f{{ , , , }, { , , }, { , , }, { , }}, and the minimum support
threshold is 0.5. Then we can get =L1
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2.2. Data interpretation

In the knotted-clues method, to simplify the problem, an internal
relationship between the steps is formed by the specific algorithms,
which reflects our ideas for solving the problem, and is called the data
interpretation. In this work, our goal is to simplify the problem and
refine the results. Assuming that each clue is a variable which is re-
presented by an n-dimensional vector. There are m( ≪m n) variables,
and the size of the initial data is ∗n m. In the first step, we screen the
relationships of the variables preliminary. Through the calculation of
Pearson correlation coefficient, two vectors are converted to a single
value. At the end of the first step, the data become ∗m m size, which
contains the correlations between every two variables. After removing
duplicate numbers and the self correlations, the computationally sig-
nificant size is −m m( 1)

2
.

In the second step, the −m m( 1)
2

data is used as an input for hier-
archical clustering, which is supposed to be m −m( 2)-dimensional
vectors compared with each other. There is a toy example shown in
Table 3, in which (a) displays the correlation coefficients of 5 variables,
(b) demonstrates the distance calculation of (a) and (c) gives the clus-
tering dendrogram. The measurement of distance plays a vital im-
portant role. Take the distance of A and D for example. To give full
consideration of closeness, we compare the other m-2 coefficients of
two variables one by one, and calculate the differences. To B, C and E,
the coefficients of A are (0.97,0.91,0.79), while those of D are
(0.88,0.96,0.98), and the differences here are (0.09,0.05,0.19). In the
crime analysis, the similarity of crime incidents cares more about
overall stability rather than individual difference. For B and C, A seems
to be similar with D. However, for E, A and D differ widely, just because
of which we can come to conclusion that A and D cannot be fit in one

Table 1
Basic steps of hierarchical clustering.

steps explanation

(1) (initialization) define each variable as a cluster
(2) calculate the distance between each two clusters
(3) find the closest two clusters and combine them into one
(4) repeat step 2 and step 3 until all variables fall into one cluster

Table 2
Basic steps of Aprior algorithm.

steps explanation

(1) set the minimum support threshold according to the problem
(2) generate L1 from initial data
(3) generate Lk from −Lk 1 until there is only one itemset in Lk
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cluster directly. As the input data here is the correlations, a single value
represents the overall relevance of the two variables, which determines
that the deviation of one value results in the difference of distance
between the two variables. So we choose the maximum distance as the
measurement of two variables, as shown in Formula (6), which is called
”complete” algorithm in Section 2.1. In the first round, we put D and E
into a cluster. Then, A and B are selected into one group. Next, C is
assigned into the (D,E) cluster. At last, both (A,B) and (C,D,E) integrate
together, which is the end of clustering process. If we set the number of
clusters as two, we get the result A B C D E{{ , }, { , , }}. This result can be

already called a pattern, though a little random. In order to make the
results more stable, we use the next step.

=
∈ ∈

Distance X Y Distance x y( , ) max ( , )
x X y Y

i i
,i i (6)

For sake of making the results more convincing, we divide the data
into groups. In each group, we repeat the above two steps and get a
pattern. Then we collect the patterns as the input data for this step and
mine the frequency items. In all or most of the groups, the frequency
patterns are the final result. Continuing with the example above, we

Table 3
An example of hierarchical clustering.

Fig. 2. District data summary.

Fig. 3. Crime type data summary.
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Fig. 4. Districts correlation coefficients of Chicago in 2001–2016.
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Fig. 5. Districts hierarchical clusters of Chicago in 2001–2016.
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divide the initial data into 3 groups by year and get 3 patterns
A B C D E{{ , }, { , , }}, A B C D E{{ , }, { , }, { }} and A B C D E{{ }, { , , , }}. With

minimum support threshold 0.67, we obtain the final pattern
A B C D{{ , }, { , }} and make a conclusion that A and B are close to each

other in data interpretation, which means the probability of occurrence
of near-repeat phenomenon between them is higher than those between
them and others. C and D can reach the same conclusion.

In the data interpretation, we specially arrange the order of the
three steps and algorithms for implementation. Though focusing on the
relevance during the whole process, each step has its own character-
istics as well. In the first step, we make a preliminary calculation and
simplified the data. In the second step, we rigorously compare the
variables and carry out patterns mining. In the last step, the results are
strengthened and refined. The algorithms for each step may not be the
most efficient one, but this integration arrangement brings better final
result, which is the core of the data interpretation.

3. Experiments and results

There is a famous open source dataset in the field of crime data
analysis, which is provided by the Chicago Police Department2 and
records millions of reported incidents of crime that occurred in the City
of Chicago from 2001 to present. Our experimental Data is extracted
from January 1, 2001 to August 26, 2016, with 6,147,883 records and
22 features. Our experiment has two objectives: one is the nearby areas,
which concentrates on refining adjacent locations; The other is the
near-repeat effect in the crime types, which pays attention to the cor-
relation patterns of various crime types.

3.1. Experimental data analysis

We summarize the initial data that contains 26 districts and 34
crime types, as illustrated in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Then we eliminate dis-
tricts 13, 21, 23 and 31, in which the occurrences of crime incidents are
less then 120 during the 16 years. In these districts, the records of
criminal incidents are too low to be statistically significant and not
suitable for the research methods of data science. For the same reason,
we preserve 26 crime types without considering the crime categories
fewer than 400 occurrences in 16 years. According to the data inter-
pretation of our knotted-clues method, we divide the data into 16
groups by year, from 2001 to 2016. In order to avoid the data being too
scattered and sparse, we recount the number of crimes by day and type.

3.2. Experimental results

With the preprocessed data mentioned above, we implement the
data interpretative knotted-clues method described in Section 2. In the
second step of hierarchical clustering, we set 5 as the cluster number.
Each variable must appear in one of the five clusters without repeated.
In the frequency patterns mining step, there are 80 input items(16 years
× 5 clusters). We hypothesize the frequency requirement here is over 14
years, for which the minimum support threshold is

0.175(
×
years

years clusters
14

16 5
). The confidence threshold in the association rule

calculation is 0.9. From the perspective of the two experimental ob-
jectives, we analyze the experimental results separately as below.

3.2.1. Fine-grained districts near-repeat patterns
In this experiment, our goal is to find the more accurate near-repeat

relationships between districts. The correlation coefficients of the 16
years are demonstrated in Fig. 4. The hierarchical clustering results of
the 16 years are shown in Fig. 5.

Here we discuss the interesting patterns, consulting the districts
map shown in Fig. 1. There are 3 clusters appear in all the 16 years,
{1,18}, {9,25} and {11,15}, where the confidences between elements in
each cluster are all 1.0. It is a very strong association rule, which means
if there is a repeat crime following District 1, we can directly infer that
it occurs in District 18 rather than 2, 9 or 12. More significantly, the
geographic distance or network degree of the pattern {9,25} is not so
near, which gives us great assurance to infer that there is a strong
connection between the two districts in a truly hidden criminal net-
work. We suggest that the police force of the two districts should
strengthen their cooperation. The situation is similar in 15 years. There
are {3,5}, {5,7} and {7,10}, with the same confidence 0.9375, without
directly next to each other.

In 14 years, the patterns are more rich and interesting. There are 9
patterns, of which some are in the relationship of subset, {12,14}, {12,20},
{5,10}, {5,7,10}, {3,7}, {3,5,7}, {6,9}, {6,25} and {6,9,25}. Among them,
{12,20}, {5,7,10}, {6,9,25} are not in the contiguous districts in the map.
From the angle of association rules, the patterns satisfying the con-
fidence requirement are concentrated in groups with more elements, as
shown in Table 4. In {3,5,7}, {3,7} plays an absolute leadership role to {5}.
With the help of association rule in 15 years ( ⇔ conf{5} {7}, : 0.9375)
and the new rule ( ⇒ conf{3,5} {7}, : 0.933), we come to the con-
clusion that {3} has more influence on {5} than on {7}. We can draw
similar conclusions that {10} has a greater impact on {7} than on {5}.
From {3,5,7} and {5,7,10} , we associate {3,5,7,10} and test our conjecture
by checking out the results in 13 years, in which we do find this pattern.
In {3,5,7,10}, there are 5 rules of which confidence=1.0,

⇒{3,10} {5}, ⇒{3,10} {7}, ⇒{3,10} {5,7}, ⇒{3,5,10} {7}
and ⇒{3,7,10} {5}. This result validates our inference again, in real
crime network, {3,10} acts as a trigger for {5,7}. If we restrain the crimes
in {3,10}, the near-repeat crime risk will reduce in {5,7}, which is to say
{3,10} is the center of the near-repeat cluster {3,5,7,10}. At last, we talk
about {6,9,25} with rule ( ⇔ conf{9} {25}, : 1.0) mentioned above. Among
the three, the confidence of one leading the other two is 0.875. In
contrast, as illustrated in the last column of Table 4, the confidence of

⇒{9,25} {6} is lower than the setting value, while those of the
others are 1.0. On the three, {9} and {25} are equal in status, but {6} is not
very cooperative with the actions of the other two. If the police force
want to disrupt the criminal gang {6,9,25}, {6} is the breakthrough.

3.2.2. Crime types near-repeat patterns
In this experiment, we aim to find near-repeat patterns between

crime types. The correlation coefficients of the 16 years are demon-
strated in Fig. 6. The hierarchical clustering results of the 16 years are
shown in Fig. 7. In all the 16 years, there are some types always in the
same cluster, {assault, battery, robbery, weapons violation}(for short

Table 4
Association rules for over 14 years.

{5,7,10} {3,5,7} {6,9,25}

⇒ conf{10,5} {7}, : 1.0 ⇒ conf{3,7} {5}, : 1.0 ⇒ conf{9,6} {25}, : 1.0
⇒ conf{10,7} {5}, : 0.933 ⇒ conf{3,5} {7}, : 0.933 ⇒ conf{25,6} {9}, : 1.0

⇒ conf{5,7} {10}, : 0.933 ⇒ conf{5,7} {3}, : 0.933 ⇒ conf{9,25} {6}, : 0.875

2 https://data.cityofchicago.org/Public-Safety/Crimes-2001-to-present-Map/c4ep-
ee5m.
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Fig. 6. Crime types correlation coefficients of Chicago in 2001–2016.
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Fig. 7. Crime types hierarchical clusters of Chicago in 2001–2016.
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−P16 1) and {deceptive practice, theft}(for short −P16 2). In the 4 elements
cluster, the confidences of all rules are 1.0 in both (one ⇔ the rest
three) and (one pair ⇔ the other pair). These four types often occur
simultaneously in one crime incident and occur frequently, which is an
expected result. In the two elements pattern, the rule (deceptive prac-
tice ⇔ theft, conf:1.0) reveals the two types are near by each other in a
data relation, which maybe bring us a new perspective on the re-
lationship of both the types.

Then we look into the patterns in 15 years. Simple rules (burglary ⇔
criminal damage, conf:0.9375) and (gambling ⇔ narcotics,
conf:0.9375) tells us that the two types in one pattern are closely as-
sociated with each other and always occur together or successively in
nearby places. This situation should be taken into account when de-
ploying police force. There are also patterns seem to be complex, such
as {assault, battery, homicide, robbery, weapons violation} and {as-
sault, battery, crim sexual assault, robbery, weapons violation}. After
analyzing, we find that both patterns are actually a combination, which
integrate a single type X (homicide or crim sexual assault) into the
above pattern −P16 1. And the rules are in 3 categories,
( ⇔ −X P16 1,conf:0.9375), ( + ⇒ −−X Y P Y16 1 ,conf:1.0) and
( ⇒ + −−Y X P Y16 1 ,conf:0.9375), where Y is a nonvoid proper subset
of −P16 1. Unlike the cooperations of crimes in districts, the relationships
of crime types are not easy to make clear. Because of environmental
factors and the emotional state of criminals, this relationship is a
hierarchical deepening process. For instance, in an armed robbery, as-
sault and battery are common followed. If the offender is stimulated at
this point, he will further act aggressively, resulting in homicide or crim
sexual assault. A thorough study of crimes without serious con-
sequences will help us minimize the damage and find a good way to
protect the victims.

In the 14-years-patterns, there are 4 two-elements-clusters, {arson,
criminal damage}, {arson, motor vehicle theft}, {criminal damage,
motor vehicle theft} and {deceptive practice, narcotics}, from which
the confidences of the rules are all 0.875. Although below the threshold
we set, the proximities between these types are still of reference value.
Next, we come to the patterns in conformity with the setting con-
fidence. From {criminal trespass, deceptive practice, theft}, two rules
are extracted, ({criminal trespass, deceptive practice} ⇒ theft,
conf:1.0) and ({criminal trespass, theft} ⇒ deceptive practice,
conf:1.0), while the rest confidences are 0.875. Taking into account the
previous rules in −P16 2, we arrive at a conclusion that criminal trespass
is an additional sufficient condition for rule ( ⇒ −−S P S16 2 ), where S
is a nonvoid proper subset of −P16 2. In simple word, it reinforces our
inference about deceptive practice that a theft and a criminal trespass
occur simultaneously. But it is a a probabilistic problem when we infer
the criminal trespass from deceptive practice or theft. At last, here is the
pattern {assault, battery, crim sexual assault, homicide, robbery,
weapons violation}, which can be obtained from −P16 1 and {homicide,
crim sexual assault}(for short Pdeep). According to Pdeep, we divide the
rules into three categories, ( + ⇒ −−P Y P Ydeep 16 1 ,conf:1.0),
( ⇒ + −−Y P P Ydeep 16 1 ,conf:0.875) and ( + ⇒ −D Y P Ddeep
+ −−P Y16 1 ,conf:1.0), where Y is a proper subset of −P16 1 and D is a
nonvoid proper subset of Pdeep. Here we interpret Pdeep a deeper crime
collection of the crime types. If all the types in Pdeep occur, we can obtain
definite results, as rules in −P16 1. Just the opposite, if we want to infer
all types in Pdeep, the accuracy of inference is relatively low. In the
middle, if we speculate about part of Pdeep from the rest types, the
probability improve.

4. Discussions

For the fine-grained districts near-repeat patterns, the selection of
the number of years is worth being discussed. This number is negatively
related to the number of patterns. The more years, the less patterns.
These patterns are stable but not good for detecting new trends. The
patterns in few years contain more new information as well as more

noise. A future research direction is to find the subset relations between
the patterns in most years and a few years, analyze the cascade relations
and discriminate the noise and new trends.

When it comes to the types of crime, it is a man-made division by
researchers. Crime is a complex human activity. Perpetrators may not
understand any legal knowledge, let alone the boundaries of the crime
types. In order to achieve his goal, he may use various criminal means.
These lead to the one sidedness and complexity of crime type analysis.
So we make the comprehensive analysis of the crime types, and dis-
cover the nearby relations among them. Through the discussions of
frequency patterns and association rules, we analyze the correlation
between the types. Each pattern can be seen as a big crime category, in
which the specific crime types should not be treated differently. In this
situation, the neat-repeat phenomenon is more obvious in a big cate-
gory rather than between the categories. A future work is to mine the
independent factors of the crime types, which may draw on the ex-
perience of the latent variables and feature selection.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, we propose a knotted-clues method to obtain fine-
grained results of the near-repeat phenomenon both in districts and in
various crime types. In the view of data interpretation, we combine
correlation coefficient, hierarchical clustering and frequency patterns
mining in a particular order. In districts, we refine the results to specific
district rather than the near range. The accuracy results may help us
identify the distribution of criminal forces in real crime networks. In
police deployment, it can better coordinate the allocation of resources
and strengthen cooperations. When combating crime, we can get the
criminal centers or sources through near-repeat fine-grained analysis,
so as to concentrate resources and improve efficiency. Through our
approach, we find the associate patterns of different crime types and
analyze the hierarchical relationships between the patterns. In actual
actions, we should try our best to avoid the occurrence of crime types in
the deeper pattern, in order to protect the lives and properties of the
victims.
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